97 gmc sierra z71

For sale is a 97 Chevy Silverado pickup. The truck is lowered and has always been garage kept.
It has ps, pl, pw, ac, and new tires. The truck has , original miles. This truck has no rust and is
amazingly clean. Please no emails. Phone calls or text to For Sale - 97 Chevy Z71 Silverado 4x4
with 5. It is a 3 door extended cab. I am the second owner of this truck and I have owned this
truck for 10 years, its been good to me. I wasn't intending to sell but its replacement arrived
earlier than expected. This truck has been well maintained, no leaks or service lights. The body
is very solid and the interior is in excellent condition. The fiberglass topper goes with the truck.
It has k miles with 80k on a GM crate motor. It also has a receiver hitch and 7 pin trailer wiring
with electric brake controller. The condition of this truck is much better that trucks many years
newer. I can send more photos and answer any questions you have. Make Chevrolet. Drive, CK
'97 Shortbed, the engine is 5. V-8 SFI. Low miles, less than. The Z chassis is equipped with,
insta-trac. Power steering, New power brakes, New air conditioner, front stabilizer bar, rear axle.
Independent suspension I have included a copy of the original bill sheets. The truck has been
well cared for and is garaged, there are a few small dents, and scratches on the bed cover,no
rust Any questions call. The truck is. Make GMC. Model Sierra Absolutely No rust With Solid
under carriage frame Rails and rockers. Fully loaded with options. Factory original paint white.
Leather interior blue. Polish factory GMC wheels. Three door. Bed liner. Bluetooth stereo. Tow
Package. Cruise control Pw windows Pw locks Power seats. The engine was rebuilt 3 years ago
With miles on the engine by the previous ownerwhich was an older gentleman and has no paper
work or receipts,which he did a lot of his own work and services and is a retired mechanic. The
truck runs and drives with good power and dependability. The vehicle rides and handles nice to
the road,the transmission shift out smooth, the engine sounds good and the vehicle runs cool
with no over heating. All the gauges are in working order. The four wheel drive is in all working
order. Push button 4x4. All the glass windows are in good shapeWith no cracks. The Windows
power up and down. The lights all work head light tail lightsBlinks etc. The paint is factory
original and still looks Good with nice shine and clean up very nice as you can see in pictures.
No headliner Never off road and never abuse Body condition There is a few small dings or tiny
dents in the body and is not perfectIt was use as a truck and enjoy however it was well care
forand well-kept its whole life and it shows. The z71 shorty step side trucks are very collectible
and hard to findespecially in this well kept shape for the year and age it's absolutely amazingfun
little truck to drive and they just don't make them anymore like thisand gets a lot attention every
time out. If you have any questions please call me Mike. Please bid with confidence and good
luck Shipping details Buyer is responsible for picking up the vehicle or any feesfor transporting
the vehicle the seller will help asset you in Every way possibleto make this a smooth
transaction. If you are interested in getting a free quote email me your zip. Pre inspections are
welcome. Pre-inspections are only before the auction ends and not after once the auction is
overthe pre inspections is over and final. Please keep in mind that the truck is from And is over
20 years oldand is a daily driven and a local commuter that was used as a truck and is not a new
vehiclehowever it was well-kept while doing so and I do feel that it's a safe vehicle to be driven
in a every dayas a local commuter and would drive it with confident. Title and bill of sale I will
send you your title and bill of sale by mail with a confirmation numberafter all funds are cleared.
I have the right to end auction early for local advertisement and sales. This vehicle is being sold
as is, where is with no warranty, expressed written or implied. The seller shall not be
responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes
no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any
incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for
identification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the
responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied
himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based upon that judgement solely.
The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated
with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no
responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. Seller is not
responsible for any moldings, emblems, or other parts that might fall of during shipping. New
GM Goodwrench Engine installed 75, miles. Engine has Mobil 1 Full Synthetic Oil, does not use
any motor oil. Has some rust, this is a good, used truck, I drive it often. Matching camper shell
available. Special ordered in Royal Blue Metallic, very rare that year, matching leer topper,
Vortec V8 automatic, 75, miles. Loaded with all options, window sticker, paper work and
receipts from new. Two owner clean carfax history. This truck is completely original in every
way, including paint, non smoker, always garaged and taken care of as you can see by the
pictures, one of the nicest Z71 short-box's left in existence, everything works properly, new
tires, sold new in Washington State, then went to Nebraska for a very short time, its not cheap,
but you wont find another like it, its a rare truck. Excellent condition, very well cared for, good

engine 5. Gooseneck hitch in bed. White with gray interior. Good clean body and interior. V8, 5.
New factory transmission installed in Good oil pressure and brakes. Tires fair. Dent on driver's
side door and front quarter panel. Model Silverado Went through the whole truck. New Rims and
Tires. Runs good. New Paint and trim. New Windshield and rear glass. New brakes. Nice truck.
See more cars at dpnventures. I've owned it since and it was my everyday vehicle until Since
then, I've used it mainly for moving and hunting. Here are the particulars. Being an older
vehicle, there are some geriatric issues. The hood and quarter panel were replaced 6 years ago.
The shop did a horrible job and went out of business free job and got what I paid for it. It has
somewhat of a tribal paint cracking in these places. The transmission has slippage between
third and fourth gear. It's done this for many years and it's never been an issue. AC needs a
freon refill but the compressor is fine. Toolbox has a key lock on it. I have the original keyless
entry but it needs a battery. Yes, there is a Z71 sticker on it but my brother got that for me when
I got the lift. It is a 2WD. I've had it since high school so I know all the ticks about it. I hate to see
it go but it's time to sell. I have the clean title in hand. Asking obo Text or email is preferable
because I work a lot of hours. Desde entonces, lo he usado principalmente para el movimiento y
la caza. Es un 2WD. Odio ver que se vaya, pero es el momento de vender. Selling my 97
Silverado Z71 with power seat , power windows and locks , always serviced. Inspected till March
Call me at Chevrolet Silverado Z Great truck for anyone who need good reliable transportation.
This Chevy Z71 has new motor and transmission with less than 50k miles! I will not take trades,
sale parts or take lowball offers, if interested or have any other questions please feel free to
message me. Please Contact - [email removed]. Overall, it is very nice considering its age. The
interior is very clean and the paint looks very good with the exception of some crazing on the
hood and top. It is fully loaded with power windows power door locks power mirrors a tilt
steering wheel and cruise control. It has power leather seats. It also has the factory alloy wheels
and a very good set of tires. There is a rock chip in the windshield. The Carfax report is
excellent. It shows that this is a lifetime Southern truck that has never been reported as being
involved in any accidents or issues. These are fairly difficult to find and this one is certainly
much nicer than most that you would see. Payment Information: We accept cash,
cashiers-check, and certified funds. Successful "winning" bidder must contact us within 24
hours after the auction has ended to verify purchase and make arrangements to complete the
transaction. Within 7 business days of the end of auction, full payment must be received either
by cash payment, cashiers-check, or certified funds. If funds are not received, and an alternate
arrangement has not been made, the vehicle can and will be made available to other potential
buyers on a first-come, first-serve basis. We are NOT the shipping company. Should you need
assistance in locating a shipping service, please let us know! We aim to recommend only
quality vendors. If you would like to purchase this one prior to the end of the auction give us a
call at and ask for the Ebay department. We will be happy to work with you. Warranty: Unless
stated otherwise, this vehicle is being sold "as is". Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. An
extended warranty may also be available. Please contact us for details. No representations or
warranties are made by the "Seller", nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by
"Bidders" in making bids. When the deposit has been submitted, "Buyer" MUST fax or email a
copy of their valid, state-issued driver's license. The remaining balance must be paid within 7
Days. If payment is made by cashiers or personal check, we will hold all titles for 10 days or
until funds have cleared. Taxes and Fees: "Buyer" is responsible not only for knowing their own
states' laws regarding taxes and fees, but also remitting the proper taxes, fees, and documents
for their state. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for the vehicle to be titled and
registered. Odometer Readings: Due to demo test drives and mechanical inspections, the
mileage of the vehicle represented might be slightly different than the mileage stated when the
vehicle was first listed on eBay. Bidding: Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or
financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's "User Agreement". Bidder's Age:
You must be 18 years of age or older to bid. If you place a bid before the last hour period of the
auction, you may retract the bid before the last hour period only for exceptional circumstances.
You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour period of the auction. If you place
a bid during the last hour period of the auction, you will be allowed to retract the bid for
exceptional circumstances only if you do so within one hour after placing the bid. Financing:
Regarding this auction we will not be able to provide financing for the purchase price. We have
in house financing available, however, if we provide financing we have to charge the Regular
Non Discounted Price which is listed on our personal website for the vehicle. Buyer's
Inspection: We do our best to disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. We
welcome a Buyer's Inspection. If you plan to have a Buyer's Inspection, please make sure you
have the vehicle inspected prior to the end of the auction. Inspection fees, if any, are the
"Buyer's" sole responsibility. Title Information: Vehicle titles may be held by banks or lenders

as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original instruments of up
to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in our possession
at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. Finalizing Your
Purchase: Winning bidder MUST communicate with us by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the
end of the auction to make arrangements to complete the transaction. If we cannot confirm your
intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to re-list this
vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Before the vehicle is released for shipment to the
"Buyer", all sale-related and title-related paperwork must be signed and returned completed to
the "Seller". Shipping and Delivery: All shipping charges are the "Buyer's" responsibility. We
assume no responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All
shipping arrangements provided by us are strictly a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any
carrier. Any claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you
and the "Carrier" and not with us. The amount of time it takes for delivery depends upon the
"Carrier" selected. A typical experience is days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our
facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the "Carrier" for an Estimated Time of
Arrival to be sure. Refund Policy: To qualify for a refund the vehicle has to have been shipped to
you. If you purchase a vehicle in person here on our lot we assume you are satisfied upon your
inspection and this purchase does not qualify under the policy. Any vehicle that is shipped to a
customer qualifies. Upon receipt of vehicle the customer has 24 hours to inspect vehicle and
notify us via an Ebay message that they would like to return the vehicle. We require proof of the
date of delivery such as a receipt from a shipping company documenting the delivery. The
vehicle's mileage cannot be more that 50 miles more than the mileage of the vehicle when it
leaves our dealership. The customer is required to return the vehicle to us in the condition that
it left from us within 15 days of the notification of return. The Buyer must also complete an Ebay
cancellation on the sale. The customer is responsible for the cost of shipping on the vehicle
both ways. The refund will be processed within 5 days of receipt of vehicle back to us. It is that
simple. Brooklyn, NY. Georgetown, TX. Oregon City, OR. Garden City, NY. Sacramento, CA.
Fitzwilliam, NH. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Chevy
Z Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Mileage Posted
Over 1 Month. Year Make Chevrolet Model -. Year Make Chevrolet Model Silverado Prev 1 2 3
Next. Category Beta Pickup Truck 6 Van 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. I have pulled stumps with this vehicle as well as a
utility trailer with household articles, motorcycle, and ATV. It never had any trouble. I did have
the water pump changed a while back. The previous owner had placed small wheels on it for
some reason. I put the size tires it should have had. Therefore, I think the mileage is a good bit
less than the that the odometer reads. During that time it became apparent that GM is not
building their trucks to last. I won't list everything, but major things include the waterpump,
trans, and front axles. The squeaks and rattles were everywhere. The brakes are horrible, even
after being replaced, this truck is too heavy for the brakes it comes with. I have had a lot of fun
in my truck. The only real trouble was me beating on it and pushing it to the limits off roading.
Otherwise can't complain! I bought this truck in 97 new off the lot. I replaced the tranmission
twice, water pump, radiator, wiper motor, power steering pump twice, and the AC went out at
miles. I loved this truck and would love to keep and fix it up. Everyone who rode with me
thought it was such a nice truck. My lil kids love to ride with me and the fact that I could turn off
the airbags, made them extremely happy. Bought truck 10 years ago, with 12, miles on it. Fuel
pump at , another at , Wiper problem was a solder-fix. New starter, alternator. Truck runs like a
champ, lots of power, has , on vortec and I'm leaving for a mile trip next week. A comfortable
ride, killer music system after-market , tinted windows. I'd buy another one in a heartbeat.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Sierra View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Pros appearance towing sound system ride quality emission system. My GMC turned me into a
Toyota fan. Items per page:. Write a review See all Sierra s for sale. Sponsored cars related to
the Sierra Sign Up. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style.
Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. Sierra New Acadia Canyon. Sierra
Sierra HD. Terrain Yukon. Used Envoy. New By Year. Used By Year. Ext Cab Filter Results reset.
Body Style Ext Cab 6. Reg Cab 6. Drivetrain 4WD 6. Other Sportside Quick Specs. Engine Gas
V8, 5. Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity 5. Passenger Doors 2. Dimensions
Weight Information. Gross Axle Wt Rating - Front lbs Gross Combined Wt Rating lbs 11, Curb
Weight - Rear lbs Gross Axle Wt Rating - Rear lbs Gross Vehicle Weight Rating Cap lbs Curb
Weight - Front lbs Second Head Room in Front Shoulder Room in Second Hip Room in Front
Head Room in Second Leg Room in Front Hip Room in Front Leg Room in Second Shoulder
Room in Ground Clearance, Front in 6. Wheelbase in Ground to Top of Frame in NA. Height,

Overall in Cab to End of Frame in NA. Ground Clearance, Rear in 6. Front Bumper to Back of
Cab in Frame Width, Rear in Overhang, Front in Ground to Top of Load Floor in Cab to Axle in
Cargo Box Length Floor in Tailgate Width in Cargo Box Width Wheelhousings in Cargo Box
Width Top, Rear in Cargo Box Area Height in Cargo Box Width Floor in Fuel Economy Fuel
Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal Performance Specs Engine. Engine Order Code L Fuel
System SFI. Engine Type Gas V8. Engine Oil Cooler NA. Displacement 5. Clutch Size in NA. First
Gear Ratio :1 3. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Transfer Case Model NA. Trans Description Cont. Fourth
Gear Ratio :1 0. Trans Order Code M Second Gear Ratio :1 1. Reverse Ratio :1 2. Again
Electronic. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Type 4. Third Gear Ratio :1
1. Brake Type Power. Front Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Front Yes or Yes. Rear Drum
Diam x Width in Disc - Rear Yes or NA. Drum - Rear Yes or Yes. Steering Type Power. Turning
Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Steering Ratio :1 , On Center Turning Diameter - Wall to Wall ft
Steering Ratio :1 , At Lock Spare Tire Capacity lbs Front Tire Capacity lbs Rear Tire Capacity lbs
Front Wheel Size in 15 x 7. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear
Wheel Size in 15 x 7. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size in 15 x 7. Stabilizer Bar
Diameter - Front in 1. Axle Type - Rear Semi-Floating. Shock Absorber Diameter - Front mm
Spring Capacity - Rear lbs Axle Ratio :1 - Front NA. Axle Capacity - Front lbs Shock Absorber
Diameter - Rear mm Axle Type - Front NA. Axle Ratio :1 - Rear 3. Spring Capacity - Front lbs
Axle Capacity - Rear lbs Safety Features Safety. Air Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air
Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime Running Lights Yes. Traction Control No.
Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps No. Parking Aid No. Tire Pressure
Monitor No. Back-Up Camera No. Stability Control No. Warranty Warranty. Basic Note NO
Deductible. Basic Years 3. Corrosion Years 6. Drivetrain Years 5. Other Specs Cooling System.
Total Cooling System Capacity qts Maximum Alternator Watts Maximum Alternator Capacity
amps Looking for other models of the GMC Sierra ? Ext Cab Sportside Reg Cab Reg Cab
Sportside Gas Mileage. Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity. All Rights Reserved. Stock
photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. For sale is a 97 Chevy Silverado pickup. The
truck is lowered and has always been garage kept. It has ps, pl, pw, ac, and new tires. The truck
has , original miles. This truck has no rust and is amazingly clean. Please no emails. Phone
calls or text to For Sale - 97 Chevy Z71 Silverado 4x4 with 5. It is a 3 door extended cab. I am the
second owner of this truck and I have owned this truck for 10 years, its been good to me. I
wasn't intending to sell but its replacement arrived earlier than expected. This truck has been
well maintained, no leaks or service lights. The body is very solid and the interior is in excellent
condition. The fiberglass topper goes with the truck. It has k miles with 80k on a GM crate
motor. It also has a receiver hitch and 7 pin trailer wiring with electric brake controller. The
condition of this truck is much better that trucks many years newer. I can send more photos and
answer any questions you have. Make Chevrolet. Drive, CK '97 Shortbed, the engine is 5. V-8
SFI. Low miles, less than. The Z chassis is equipped with, insta-trac. Power steering, New power
brakes, New air conditioner, front stabilizer bar, rear axle. Independent suspension I have
included a copy of the original bill sheets. The truck has been well cared for and is garaged,
there are a few small dents, and scratches on the bed cover,no rust Any questions call. The
truck is. Make GMC. Model Sierra Absolutely No rust With Solid under carriage frame Rails and
rockers. Fully loaded with options. Factory original paint white. Leather interior blue. Polish
factory GMC wheels. Three door. Bed liner. Bluetooth stereo. Tow Package. Cruise control Pw
windows Pw locks Power seats. The engine was rebuilt 3 years ago With miles on the engine by
the previous ownerwhich was an older gentleman and has no paper work or receipts,which he
did a lot of his own work and services and is a retired mechanic. The truck runs and drives with
good power and dependability. The vehicle rides and handles nice to the road,the transmission
shift out smooth, the engine sounds good and the vehicle runs cool with no over heating. All
the gauges are in working order. The four wheel drive is in all working order. Push button 4x4.
All the glass windows are in good shapeWith no cracks. The Windows power up and down. The
lights all work head light tail lightsBlinks etc. The paint is factory original and still looks Good
with nice shine and clean up very nice as you can see in pictures. No headliner Never off road
and never abuse Body condition There is a few small dings or tiny dents in the body and is not
perfectIt was use as a truck and enjoy however it was well care forand well-kept its whole life
and it shows. The z71 shorty step side trucks are very collectible and hard to findespecially in
this well kept shape for the year and age it's absolutely amazingfun little truck to drive and they
just don't make them anymore like thisand gets a lot attention every time out. If you have any
questions please call me Mike. Please bid with confidence and good luck Shipping details Buyer
is responsible for picking up the vehicle or any feesfor transporting the vehicle the seller will
help asset you in Every way possibleto make this a smooth transaction. If you are interested in
getting a free quote email me your zip. Pre inspections are welcome. Pre-inspections are only

before the auction ends and not after once the auction is overthe pre inspections is over and
final. Please keep in mind that the truck is from And is over 20 years oldand is a daily driven and
a local commuter that was used as a truck and is not a new vehiclehowever it was well-kept
while doing so and I do feel that it's a safe vehicle to be driven in a every dayas a local
commuter and would drive it with confident. Title and bill of sale I will send you your title and
bill of sale by mail with a confirmation numberafter all funds are cleared. I have the right to end
auction early for local advertisement and sales. This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no
warranty, expressed written or implied. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct
description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection
therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness,
imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification
purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of
the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as
to the condition and value and to bid based upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will
make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated with this vehicle at the
buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs
regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. Seller is not responsible for any moldings,
emblems, or other parts that might fall of during shipping. New GM Goodwrench Engine
installed 75, miles. Engine has Mobil 1 Full Synthetic Oil, does not use any motor oil. Has some
rust, this is a good, used truck, I drive it often. Matching camper shell available. Special ordered
in Royal Blue Metallic, very rare that year, matching leer topper, Vortec V8 automatic, 75, miles.
Loaded with all options, window sticker, paper work and receipts from new. Two owner clean
carfax history. This truck is completely original in every way, including paint, non smoker,
always garaged and taken care of as you can see by the pictures, one of the nicest Z71
short-box's left in existence, everything works properly, new tires, sold new in Washington
State, then went to Nebraska for a very short time, its not cheap, but you wont find another like
it, its a rare truck. Excellent condition, very well cared for, good engine 5. Gooseneck hitch in
bed. White with gray interior. Good clean body and interior. V8, 5. New factory transmission
installed in Good oil pressure and brakes. Tires fair. Dent on driver's side door and front quarter
panel. Model Silverado Went through the whole truck. New Rims and Tires. Runs good. New
Paint and trim. New Windshield and rear glass. New brakes. Nice truck. See more cars at
dpnventures. I've owned it since and it was my everyday vehicle until Since then, I've used it
mainly for moving and hunting. Here are the particulars. Being an older vehicle, there are some
geriatric issues. The hood and quarter panel were replaced 6 years ago. The shop did a horrible
job and went out of business free job and got what I paid for it. It has somewhat of a tribal paint
cracking in these places. The transmission has slippage between third and fourth gear. It's done
this for many years and it's never been an issue. AC needs a freon refill but the compressor is
fine. Toolbox has a key lock on it. I have the original keyless entry but it needs a battery. Yes,
there is a Z71 sticker on it but my brother got that for me when I got the lift. It is a 2WD. I've had
it since high school so I know all the ticks about it. I hate to see it go but it's time to sell. I have
the clean title in hand. Asking obo Text or email is preferable because I work a lot of hours.
Desde entonces, lo he usado principalmente para el movimiento y la caza. Es un 2WD. Odio ver
que se vaya, pero es el momento de vender. Selling my 97 Silverado Z71 with power seat ,
power windows and locks , always serviced. Inspected till March Call me at Chevrolet Silverado
Z Great truck for anyone who need good reliable transportation. This Chevy Z71 has new motor
and transmission with less than 50k miles! I will not take trades, sale parts or take lowball
offers, if interested or have any other questions please feel free to message me. Please Contact
- [email removed]. Overall, it is very nice considering its age. The interior is very clean and the
paint looks very good with the exception of some crazing on the hood and top. It is fully loaded
with power windows power door locks power mirrors a tilt steering wheel and cruise control. It
has power leather seats. It also has the factory alloy wheels and a very good set of tires. There
is a rock chip in the windshield. The Carfax report is excellent. It shows that this is a lifetime
Southern truck that has never been reported as being involved in any accidents or issues.
These are fairly difficult to find and this one is certainly much nicer than most that you would
see. Payment Information: We accept cash, cashiers-check, and certified funds. Successful
"winning" bidder must contact us within 24 hours after the auction has ended to verify purchase
and make arrangements to complete the transaction. Within 7 business days of the end of
auction, full payment must be received either by cash payment, cashiers-check, or certified
funds. If funds are not received, and an alternate arrangement has not been made, the vehicle
can and will be made available to other potential buyers on a first-come, first-serve basis. We
are NOT the shipping company. Should you need assistance in locating a shipping service,
please let us know! We aim to recommend only quality vendors. If you would like to purchase

this one prior to the end of the auction give us a call at and ask for the Ebay department. We will
be happy to work with you. Warranty: Unless stated otherwise, this vehicle is being sold "as is".
Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. An extended warranty may also be available. Please
contact us for details. No representations or warranties are made by the "Seller", nor are any
representations or warranties relied upon by "Bidders" in making bids. When the deposit has
been submitted, "Buyer" MUST fax or email a copy of their valid, state-issued driver's license.
The remaining balance must be paid within 7 Days. If payment is made by cashiers or personal
check, we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared. Taxes and Fees: "Buyer" is
responsible not only for knowing their own states' laws regarding taxes and fees, but also
remitting the proper taxes, fees, and documents for their state. All taxes and fees must be paid
in full in order for the vehicle to be titled and registered. Odometer Readings: Due to demo test
drives and mechanical inspections, the mileage of the vehicle represented might be slightly
different than the mileage stated when the vehicle was first listed on eBay. Bidding: Please do
not bid if you're not seriously interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read
eBay's "User Agreement". Bidder's Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to bid. If you
place a bid before the last hour period of the auction, you may retract the bid before the last
hour period only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid
during the last hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the
auction, you will be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances only if you do so
within one hour after placing the bid. Financing: Regarding this auction we will not be able to
provide financing for the purchase price. We have in house financing available, however, if we
provide financing we have to charge the Regular Non Discounted Price which is listed on our
personal website for the vehicle. Buyer's Inspection: We do our best to disclose all information
known about this vehicle for auction. We welcome a Buyer's Inspection. If you plan to have a
Buyer's Inspection, please make sure you have the vehicle inspected prior to the end of the
auction. Inspection fees, if any, are the "Buyer's" sole responsibility. Title Information: Vehicle
titles may be held by banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in
receiving the original instruments of up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we
usually have all titles in our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be
waiting for them to arrive. Finalizing Your Purchase: Winning bidder MUST communicate with
us by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the end of the auction to make arrangements to
complete the transaction. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy or the sale is not
completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to re-list this vehicle or sell to any other qualified
buyer. Before the vehicle is released for shipment to the "Buyer", all sale-related and
title-related paperwork must be signed and returned completed to the "Seller". Shipping and
Delivery: All shipping charges are the "Buyer's" responsibility. We assume no responsibility for
damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements provided
by us are strictly a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any claims or other
communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the "Carrier" and not
with us. The amount of time it takes for delivery depends upon the "Carrier" selected. A typical
experience is days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is delivered to
your destination. Verify with the "Carrier" for an Estimated Time of Arrival to be sure. Refund
Policy: To qualify for a refund the vehicle has to have been shipped to you. If you purchase a
vehicle in person here on our lot we assume you are satisfied upon your inspection and this
purchase does not qualify under the policy. Any vehicle that is shipped to a customer qualifies.
Upon receipt of vehicle the customer has 24 hours to inspect vehicle and notify us via an Ebay
message that they would like to return the vehicle. We require proof of the date of delivery such
as a receipt from a shipping company document
99 jetta engine
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ing the delivery. The vehicle's mileage cannot be more that 50 miles more than the mileage of
the vehicle when it leaves our dealership. The customer is required to return the vehicle to us in
the condition that it left from us within 15 days of the notification of return. The Buyer must also
complete an Ebay cancellation on the sale. The customer is responsible for the cost of shipping
on the vehicle both ways. The refund will be processed within 5 days of receipt of vehicle back
to us. It is that simple. Brooklyn, NY. Bakersfield, CA. Commerce City, CO. Georgetown, TX.
Federal Way, WA. Gervais, OR. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars
for Sale Chevy Z Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Category Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Chevrolet Model -. Year Make Chevrolet Model
Silverado Prev 1 2 3 Next. Category Beta Pickup Truck 6 Van 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
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